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In Riemann geometry, the relations among two transversal submanifolds and global
manifold are discussed. By replacing the normal vector of a submanifold with the
tangent vector of another submanifold, the metric tensors, Christoel symbols
and curvature tensors of the three manifolds are linked together. When the inner
product of the two tangent vectors vanishes, some corollaries of these relations
give the most important second fundamental form and Gauss-Codazzi equation
in the conventional submanifold theory. As a special case, the global manifold is
Euclidean is considered. It is pointed out that, in order to obtain the nonzero
energy-momentum tensor of matter eld in a submanifold, there must be the
contributions of the above inner product and the other submanifold. In general
speaking, a submanifold is closely related to the matter elds of the other sub-
manifold through the above inner product. This conclusion is in agreement with
the Kaluza-Klein theory and it can be applied to generalize the models of direct
product of manifolds in string and D-brane theories to the more general cases |
nondirect product manifolds.




Submanifold theory has reached a fruitful stage. It has been used extensively in super-
symmetry and supergravity1,2 and, in particular, in strings, D-branes and M-theory.3−6 In one
of our recent papers,7 using the fourth-order topological tensor current and two transver-
sal submanifolds, we successfully obtain a new coordinate condition in general relativity,
which includes the Fock’s coordinate condition as a special case. Then, with the help of the
Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem and the transversal submanifold theory, we investigate the
inner structure of the Euler-Poincare characteristic in dierential geometry in Ref. 8, which
gives the global, or, topological relationship of the global manifold and the two transversal
submanifolds. However, in our follow-up studies of the local, or, geometrical relations of
the three manifolds, we nd that thought many important formulas (such as the induced
metric tensor, the second fundamental form and the Gauss-Codazzi equation) are obtained
in terms of the tangent and normal vectors of submanifold, there are still two problems re-
mained in the conventional submanifold theory of Riemann geometry. (i) The conventional
submanifold theory of Riemann geometry deals with the relationship mainly between the
global manifold and a single submanifold, and it always derives the geometry of submanifold
from the global manifold. Can we reverse the direction, or in other words, can we build up
the geometric quantity of global manifold by the correspondents of submanifolds? If we can,
we will have the relations among submanifolds and the global manifold, and know how the
submanifolds aect each other when the geometry of the global manifold is given. (ii) For
the lack of the concrete expression of normal vector, some material calculations can not go
forward deeply but be changed into a formal deduction. Can we replace the normal vector
by some other vectors that play the role of normal vector under some conditions? If the
answer is yes, we can extend the conventional submanifold theory of Riemann geometry. In
this paper, we will discuss these two problems with the two transversal submanifolds. The
results can be obviously used to generalize the models of direct product of manifolds in string
2
and D-brane theories to the more general cases | nondirect product manifolds.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, as a brief review, we introduce the con-
ventional submanifold theory of Riemann geometry.9 Some useful notations are also prepared.
In section III, we study the relations of metric tensors, Christoel symbols and curvature
tensors of the two transversal submanifolds and global manifold. When the inner product
of the tangent vectors of the two transversal submanifolds vanishes, these new relations give
the conventional submanifold theory. As a special case, the global manifold is Euclidean
is considered in section IV. Using the Einstein equation, the energy-momentum tensor of a
submanifold is investigated. The conclusion of this paper is summarized in section V.
II. THE CONVENTIONAL SUBMANIFOLD THEORY OF RIEMANN GE-
OMETRY
Let X be a k-dimensional Riemann manifold with metric tensor gµν and local coordinates
xµ (;  = 1;    ; k), and M a m-dimensional submanifold of X with local coordinates ua
(a = 1;    ; m; m < k). Then, on M , one has
xµ = xµ(u1;    ; um);  = 1;    ; k: (1)















b ; a; b = 1;    ; m: (3)









B = AB; A; B = m + 1;    ; k (4)
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and the inverse matrix (Baµ, L
A






































































ν = 0; (13)
where gµν and gab are the inverses of gµν and gab, respectively. The expressions of B
a
µ and














After some simple calculations, the relationship between the Christoel symbols of M and















The covariant derivative of Bµa is dened by
Hµab  raBµb =
@Bµb
@ua
− ΓcabBµc + BνaΓµνλBλb (16)
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which is called the Euler-Schouten curvature tensor. Substituting (15) into (16) and using













which shows Hµab can be expanded by the normal vector L
µ
A. The expansion coecients are
dened as the second fundamental form ΩAab, i.e.




Therefore, the covariant derivative of Bµa can be rewritten as






µraBµb = ΩAabLµABcµ = 0: (20)
Making use of (20) and the generalized Ricci formula










µνλ −BdµrarbBµc + BdµrbraBµc ; (21)
one obtains the most important Gauss-Codazzi equation in the conventional submanifold
theory of Riemann geometry










µνλ +raBdµrbBµc −rbBdµraBµc (22)
where R dabc and R
ρ
µνλ are the curvature tensors of M and X, respectively.
So far, one can see that all of the above consequences are based on the normal vector
LµA, i.e. the denition (4). Though the normal vector takes great success in the conventional
submanifold theory, it can not give the relationship between two submanifolds. In our
recent papers,7,8 we have obtained two transversal submanifolds and, then, we can replace
the normal vector by the tangent vector of another submanifold. However, in this case, the
orthogonal and orthonormal conditions in (4) are not held in general.
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III. THE RELATIONS AMONG TWO TRANSVERSAL SUBMANIFOLDS
AND GLOBAL MANIFOLD
Besides of the above-discussed submanifold M , let N be another n-dimensional subman-
ifold of X with n = k−m and local coordinates vA (A = 1;    ; n). The parametric equation
of N is
xµ = xµ(v1;    ; vn): (23)















B; A; B = 1;    ; n: (25)
In the following, in order to investigate the relations among X, M and N , we will consider
the case that M and N are transversal at a point p 2 X. Under this condition, we have
Tp(X) = Tp(M) + Tp(N); (26)
where Tp(X), Tp(M) and Tp(N) are the tangent spaces of X, M and N at p, respectively.









; k = m + n; (27)
in which Baµ and C
A
µ are the expansion coecients of @=@x
µ in terms of @=@ua and @=@vA,









µ = 0; (28)
CµAB
a


















The formulas (28) | (30) tell us that the expansion coecients Baµ and C
A
µ are just deter-
mined by the inverse matrix of the matrix (Bµa , C
µ
A).












































gaA = gAa: (33)
When CµA is orthogonal to B
µ


















which is the generalization of the completeness relation (8). When gaA = 0 and gAB = AB,
(34) goes back to (8). (34) is nothing but what we seek to show the relations among gµν ,
gab and gAB. From (34) we see that, besides of the contributions of gab and gAB, there are
still the mixed terms of gaA in gµν , which will lead to very important new results in our later
















abBµb − gµνgabgbACAν ; (37)
gµνCAν = g


















which will return to (10) | (12) when gaA = 0 and gAB = AB, where g
AB is the inverse
of gAB. Comparing (35) | (40) with (10) | (12), we stress that, besides of the dierences
between the conventional terms, the most important are the additional terms of gaA because
they provide another way of linking the indices  and a or  and A. Due to the existence of









abBνb − gabgbACAµ (41)
CAµ = gµνg
ABCνB − gABgaBBaµ: (42)
Eliminating CAµ in (41) and B
a
µ in (42), we get
(gab − gaAgABgbB)Baµ = gµν(Bνb − gbAgABCνB) (43)
(gAB − gaAgabgbB)CAµ = gµν(CνB − gaBgabBνb ) (44)
which can be looked upon as another denitions of Baµ and C
A
µ . It is obvious that (41) |
(44) can go back to (14) when gaA = 0 and gAB = AB.
In the following, we will study the relations among the Christoel symbols of X, M and



























































is the contribution of the rst-order derivative of gaA. The eect of gaA is included in the
factors gλρBdρgdc and g
λρCEρ gED. From (45), Γ
c


































which is just the formula given in (15). So, we see that the relationship between Γcab and
Γλµν in the conventional submanifold theory is a special case of (47) which is only a corollary
of (45). The similar consequences are held for ΓDAB, too. In this sense, (45) is the total




AB. Since the eect of gaA has been considered in (45)




− ΓcabBµc + BνaΓµνλBλb : (49)
However, under the present condition, from (47) raBµb can be represented by










which shows raBµb can not be expanded by CµA only but by Bµa and CµA together. This
extension is also due to the existence of gaA. Corresponding to the second fundamental form
dened in (18), let us denote the expansion coecients as


















raBµb = AabCµA + cabBµc : (54)
One may have noticed that the expansion coecients are not independent. They are related
by
cab = −AabgdAgdc: (55)
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= (ra(gbcgνλBλc ))CνACAµ (56)
which leads to
(ra(gbcgµνBνc ))Bµd = 0: (57)
So, ra(gbcgµνBνc ) will play the role of raBbµ in some places, such as in the Gauss-Codazzi
equation.
Now, let us consider the relations of the curvature tensors of X, M and N . Similar to
the covariant derivatives of Bµa and C
µ
A in the conventional submanifold theory, we denote
























ν − ΓλµνCAλ : (61)
Then, after long and complicated calculations, the curvature tensor R ρµνλ of X can be
expressed by



















+rµBρarνBaλ +rµCρArνCAλ −rνBρarµBaλ −rνCρArµCAλ
+ +  +  + Ψ + Ω +  (62)
where R dabc and R
E




































































































































































BD − CBν CDµ CEλ gρσCFσ gFGCHα gαβBaβΓGBHΓADE

































































−BcνBdµBeλgρσCBσ BfαgαβCAβ ΓadeΓbcf − BcνCDµ CEλ gρσCBσ BdαgαβBaβΓbcdΓADE
















































































































































































































































































































µα − BbνgρσCAσ BcαΓabcγαµλ − CBν gρσBaσCDα ΓABDγαµλ






































































in which γλµν includes the rst-order partial derivatives of gaA and is dened in (46). Hence,
, , , Ψ, Ω and  are the contributions of gaA, gaAgbB, @gaA, gaA@gbB , @gaA@gbB and
@2gaA, respectively. Though the expressions of R
ρ
µνλ in (62) | (68) are very complicated
























− ΓabcBνa + Bµb ΓνµλBλc (71)
are the covariant derivatives of gdeBµe gµν and B
ν
c . When gaA = 0, the two tangent vectors B
µ
a
and CµA of M and N are orthogonal each other and C
µ
A plays the role of the normal vector of
Bµa in the conventional submanifold theory. In this case, from (41) we have g














µνλ +raBdµrbBµc −rbBdµraBµc (72)
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which is just the most important Gauss-Codazzi equation in the conventional submanifold
theory of Riemann geometry. So, we see that the Gauss-Codazzi equation is a special case of
(69) which is only a corollary of (62). The similar consequences are held for R EABD , too. In





(69) with (72), as indicated in above, ra(gdeBµe gµν) takes the place of raBdν in the general
case. The formulas derived in this section can be applied to generalize the models of direct
product of manifolds in string and D-brane theories to the more general cases | nondirect
product manifolds.
IV. A SPECIAL CASE
In this section, we do not pay more attention to the condition gaA = 0 which has been
studied extensively in Riemann geometry, but change to consider the case gµν = µν , i.e. the
global manifold X is Euclidean. In this case, we have
gµν = µν ; Γ
λ
µν = 0; R
ρ
µνλ = 0: (73)
This is the condition that we obtain a new coordinate condition in general relativity,7 which
includes the Fock’s coordinate condition as a special case. Then, in order to maintain the












































respectively. In this case, gab and Γ
c












Here, we point out that (76) is not the vielbein expression of gab because the dimension of 
is not equal to that of a and Bµa is not the vielbein eld. And (77) is quite dierent from the




by taking account of (41). In fact, this conclusion is also held for (47) in the general case
because these two transversal submanifolds must maintain the geometric property of the
given global manifold. On the curvature tensors R dabc and R
E














































































































































































































































































































































are the contributions of gaA, @gaA and @




R dabc = Da(g
deBµe µν)DbB
ν














are the covariant derivatives of gdeBµe µν and B
ν
c in the present condition. From (77) R
d
abc
























































We see that when gaA = 0, R
d
abc = 0 and when gaA 6= 0, R dabc may not vanish. What does
this mean? From (34) we know that when gaA = 0, the global manifold X is the direct
product of M and N . Under this condition, (88) tells us when X is Euclidean, both the two
submanifolds M and N are Euclidean, too, i.e. Rk = RmRn. This is the trivial case either
in mathematic or in physics. However, when gaA 6= 0, X can not be expressed as the direct
product of M and N . Even when X is Euclidean, M and N are not Euclidean but aect
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each other through gaA. In this sense, we say gaA is the bridge between M and N . After the


























which gives the scalar curvature













































i − gbcgij): (91)
Corresponding to the Einstein equation of M
Rij − 1
2
gijR = −8GTij ; (92)





























i − gbcgij) (93)
in which G is the Newton constant. Here one can see that, in order to obtain the nonzero
energy-momentum tensor Tij of matter eld, there must be the contributions of the bridge gaA
and the transversal submanifold N . So we conclude that the other transversal submanifold
N is closely related to the matter elds of the submanifold M . This conclusion is the
signicant generalization to the conventional submanifold theory of Riemann geometry and
it is in agreement with the Kaluza-Klein theory, of which the high-dimensional coordinates
of space-time are linked to the gauge elds through the so-called dimensional reduction.
V. CONCLUSIONS
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In this paper, by replacing the normal vector of a submanifold with the tangent vector
of another submanifold, the total relations of the metric tensors, Christoel symbols and
curvature tensors of two transversal submanifolds and global manifold are discussed. The
corresponding formulas are the generalizations of the conventional submanifold theory of
Riemann geometry. When the inner product of the two tangent vectors vanishes, all of the
above consequences will return to the conventional submanifold theory and some corollaries
will give the most important second fundamental form and Gauss-Codazzi equation. As a
special case, the global manifold is Euclidean is considered. It is pointed out that, in order to
maintain the property of the given global manifold, the metric tensors, Christoel symbols
and curvature tensors of the two transversal submanifolds must satisfy some conditions. Fur-
thermore, the above inner product plays the role of bridge through which the two transversal
submanifolds aect each other and one submanifold is closely related to the matter elds of
another submanifold. This conclusion is the signicant generalization to the conventional
submanifold theory of Riemann geometry and it is in agreement with the Kaluza-Klein the-
ory, of which the high-dimensional coordinates of space-time are linked to the gauge elds
through the so-called dimensional reduction. The consequences obtained in this paper can
be applied to generalize the models of direct product of manifolds in string and D-brane
theories to the more general cases | nondirect product manifolds. The applications of this
paper will be studied in our later work.
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